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VOLUME 19, NUMBER 10
APRIL, 1986
In Memoriam: The Challenger
The trusting seven soared heavenward in the
Challenger with "one of us" aboard. Oh, the
possibilities we envisioned! But the blazing
glory became quickly the fire of tragedy. We
were riveted in paralytic horror as a wonder of
our technical age burst asunder-its
controls
and experimental equipment , boosters and
fuel, pas sengers and their dreams scattered
over the Atlantic Ocean and buried in its
depths.
We took comfort in grieving with each other
and sharing vicariously with the families,
friends, and students of "the seve n ." In some
way they were "ours" too. We felt a unity
seldom
experienced
in thi s country
anymore-bonded
together in mourning and
questioning. We saw the stricken families
exploited in their grief by the media, were mov ed by somber phrases of the memorial services,
were reminded of our indebtednes s to those
who have dared to explore the unknown, were
assured that the people in space ships are our
most important consideration and that the
crew of the Challenger, along with teacher
Christa McAuliffe, would want us to keep their
dreams alive. Finally, we were left to reflect
upon the meaning of it all.
Now, some weeks later, as investigations into
the cause of the "major malfunction " - th e
euphemism that first came from flight control
in Houston -a re underway, there is much
more to reflect upon. Human negligence and
insensitivity seem the real culprits. A space
flight to mo st of us was no big dea l anymor e.
John Glenn's state ment that "we always knew
this would happen" was neither exp lanation
nor comfort. Chuck Yeager reminded us of
"how fast and how final things can become . "
Technology is a "Baal" that does not answer.
Perhaps never before has so much depended
who take responsibility
upon people
seriously-a virtue not much valued in recent
years.
Some see the space program as our "tower
of Babe l." Others see such exploration as an
expa n sion of God's
commiss ion for
hum a nkind to "s ubdue the eart h. " Some see it
as a waste of enormous amounts of money that
cou ld be used to feed the poor, to build more
missiles, or to initiate programs that would put
the jobless to work . Other see it as "reaching
for the stars, for the improvement of human
life and fulfilling of dreams.
Is it only a "lust to soar," as one Newsweek
writer put it, or is it the unfettering of the
human spirit so that it can soar? Is it a search
for knowledge that helps us to understand
what God has done, or is it the bolstering of the
human ego with self-im portanc e that allows us
to dismiss God as unnecessary?
No matter how we feel about the Challenger
tragedy and the space program, no matter how
many generalizations are uttered or persons
accused, no matter where the axe falls, no
matter how we see it in terms of God's providence, no matter how many questions go
unanswered, we can all agree on this: "they
died in the service of their country ... they can
live forever in our memories, poised in the
clear blue sky almost 10 miles up and climbing
in that perfect instant before holocaust." (Jerry
Adler).
-the Editor

"T O EXPLOR E THOROUGHLY
THE SCRIPTURES AND
THEIR
MEANING . . . TO UNDERSTAND AS FULLY AS POSSIBLE THE
WORLD IN WHICH THE CHURCH LIVES AND HAS HER MISSION
. .. TO PROVIDE A VEHICLE FOR COMMUNI CATING TH E MEANIN G
OF COD 'S WORD TO OUR CONTEMPORARY WORLD ."
- EDITORIAL POLICY STATEMENT , JULY, 1967
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For The Challenger

_______
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Seven

You, 0 Lord, rule forever.
Your throne is from generation to generation.
Remember, 0 Father, what has befallen our nation.
Look, and see our lamenation.
On Tuesday the joy of our hearts ceased.
Our dancing was turned into mourning.
The crown fell from our heads.
Panic and grief befell us.
Devastation and destruction.
Our eyes run down still with streams of water
Because of the destruction of the seven:
Commander Francis R. Scobe·
Pilot Michael J. Smith
Technicians:
Judith A. Resnik
Ronald E. McNair
Ellison S. Onizuka
Gregory B. Jarvis
Teacher Christa McAuliffe
Lord, you stretched out the north over empty space
And hung the orb of our planet on nothing.
Where can we go from your spirit?
Or where can we flee from your presence?
If we ascend to heaven, you are there.
If we make our beds in the nether world, you are there.
If we take the wings of the Challenger to explore the dawn,
If we journey deep within the remotest part of the sea,
Even there we will find your truth
And your wisdom will lay hold of us.
For we are your creation-fearfully
and wonderfully made;
Being formed in your image we seek your truth, your knowledge,
We look everywhere-in
poetry, music, artSeeking through experimentation,
scholarship, discovery,
Yea, even in exploration of the frontiers you lay before us!

your wisdom.

And where we individually cannot go
Others go before us blazing the pathway.
Remember, 0 Lord, what has befallen our earth.
Look, and see our global lamentationThe destruction of the Challenger astronauts.
Comfort their families, friends, co-workers and students.
Comfort each of us as we mourn their deaths.
Strengthen our resolve to continue their quest of discovery.
The glory and praise be wholly yours.

fl is filling, Lord, that we, members of your kingdom in this place, o{{er this
prayer of lamentation on the passing of the Challenger Seven, in the name of
your Son, who walked first the only road which leads lo reconciliation between
You and us, your creation. AMEN.
-

Gary R. Willis

A member of the Golf Course Road Church of Christ in Midland, Texas, Gary R. Willis offered
this prayer on the Sunday following the death of the astronauts "to express our common
sorrow."
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''If You Are The Son
Of God .... ''
The Temptations Of Jesus

We are called to serve not with power but with powerlessness, to make a
risky surrender to God in the belief that God can work through us in ways
that will confound the world.
By ROBERTE. SEYMOUR
o r thos e churches

th at fo llow

th e litur gica l

Fseasons of th e year the forty day s of Lent
preceding Easter serve as a tim e of remembran ce of

period s of tri al and testin g from th e past . There wer e
th e forty day s and forty nights of rain while No ah
was on th e ark . The Israelites wandered in the
wi lderness for forty years before enterin g th e promised land ; and Jesus, fo llow ing his baptism , spent
forty days alone fasting in the desert, where he stru ggled w ith temptation . Lent is also a spec ial season for
str ength ening of faith against adv ersity .
Perhap s th e quality of o ur spiritual lif e is now here
mor e sharp ly revealed than by how we handl e o ur
temptat ions. O ur Lord Him self has left us an
exampl e to emul ate fro m his own ex perience. The
three temptations He faced there in the wi lderness
are those to w hic h we are also vu lnerab le.

SOUP KITCHENSVS. RELATIONSHIPS
Man shall not liv e by bread alone but by
every word that pro ceedeth out of the
mouth of Cod .
Matt hew 4:4

This first tempt ation of Jesus was th e tempt ation to
be relevant. What cou ld have been more relevant
than to prov ide food for the hungry? What is the
va lue of speaking of God to hungry peop le who
have nothing to eat!
It sounds reasonable and logical, doesn't it? How
A graduate of Yale Divinity School and the University of Edinburgh,
Robert E. Seymour has served the Binkley Baptist Ch ur ch in Chapel Hill,
North Ca ro lina, for twenty -eight year s.
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co uld anyo ne ob ject to suc h a goo d cause? Here is a
clear -cut need . Let's do something! Surely thi s is the
temptation of the lib eral c hur ch : to want to be on
the cutt ing edge wh ere things really co unt, to want
to appea r respectabl e in th e eyes of th e world by
respo ndin g quickly and genero usly to whatever
urg ent need presents itself. And in our eage rness to
prove to the world that ou r religion is not remote
from the prob lems peo ple face, we are tempted to
ex pend co nsiderabl e energy in co untl ess good
causes while forgetting th at th ere may be ot her mor e
basic, less co nspic uous need s w e are neglect ing.
Congregat ion s so focused tend to over- react to the
kind of evangelism many of us were exposed to at an
earli er stage of our liv es. W e are cr iti cal of those who
preach to the spiritu al co nditi on of people but w ho
seem to have no sensitiv ity to t he physical and
economic plight of those whom t hey seek to save.
There is an unspoken assumption that if we just alter
t he oppressive physical circumstances people face,
we have fu lfill ed the gospe l imperative.
Either response w ithout th e other is a li mited
response; they are meant to go together . Any
genuin e co nce rn for our neighbors nearby or o ur
neighbors across the wor ld mu st includ e the co ndi t ion of their hearts as well as the state of their
stomachs . Ironica lly, w ith our hunger appea ls and
o ur soup kitchens and food pa ntri es, we may have
yie lded to the very temptation that our Lord
avoided.
Certa in ly Jesus nev e r denied the import ance of
bread, but he understood that it was relative in compari son to th e nurturing pow er of th e Word of God .

Ml.\.,/< Ji'/ /Uli/<NM

No doubt this power will continue to make us want
to share food with the hungry; but if our activism
leaves no opportunity for our own inward feeding,
we may eventually run out of zeal and forget that
food, even for the hungry, is not all they need.
Is it the needs of the world without or is it the
Word of God within that sets the agenda of the
Church? It may sometimes come down to a choice
between being relevant or being related to the
Living God. For one of the most difficult lessons of
faith, learned from our Lord as He made his way to
the Cross, is that we cannot measure faithfulness by
its results or apparent relevance. There are times
when a Christian may feel called to maintain a
course from which no visible results may seem
forthcoming, when everything seems to add up to irrelevance, when all seems lost, when even the
dearest and best is condemned to a cross and no
one cares!
In times of economic recession how seductive it is
to think that the Kingdom of God will come when
"there is chicken in every pot and a car in every
garage." Surely we know that the poor need more
than food! They need love and dignity and community; they need friendship and faith. Our Lord's
response to Satan was a way of saying that our relationship to God is more essential to our existence
than the bread we eat.
We are a little suspicious of developing the
spiritual life for fear we will retreat into some
egoistic, narcissistic cocoon and forget the sorrow
and suffering of the world about us. It looks like a
selfish journey inward while the world is summoning
us urgently to make the journey outward. However,
not until we are willing to risk withdrawing from the
world are we likely to make the kind of fearless, loving, and obedient response that the world needs.
In our practical, solution-oriented culture we want
quick results; but those who persevere on that
frenetic scene are those who soon learn that action

The nurturing power of the Word of God
will make us want to share food with the
hungry; but if our activism leaves no
opportunity for our own inward feeding,
we may eventually run out of zeal and
forget that food, even for the hungry, 1s
not all they need.
begins in the solitude of the human heart where God
works within, feeding us, renewing us, sustaining us.
Those who are most likely to be serving at the soup
kitchen along after the initial flurry of volunteers has
vanished are the ones who knew from the outset

that those with whom we share our food cannot live
by bread alone.
There is a scene from Peter De Vries's novel Blood
of the Lamb which makes an indelible impression
on the reader. A man who had often boasted that he
could live without the consolations
of religion
watches a dreaded disease overtake his young
daughter. On her birthday he makes his way to the
hospital with a cake, only to be told of a sudden
radical infection and of her imminent death. Hours
later, birthday cake still in hand, he yields to an inner compulsion to stop at St. Catherine's Church for
a moment of quiet reflection. Instead, consumed
with anger and anguish, he suddenly sees the obscene irrelevance of the birthday cake in the face
of his deep hunger for a word of life. I-le flings the
cake into the face of the crucifix.
Through scalded eyes I seemed lo sec the ha11Cls
free themselves of the nails and move toward the
soiled face. Very slow/)1, very deliberalei)', with in··
finite /Jatience, the icing was v.tif)ed from the (')'C'S
and (/ung away.
Then the clwc>f<.,
were wipecl
down with the same sense of grace and gentle
ritual, with all the i<inci sobriety of one whose
voice could be heard saying, "Suffer the liU/e
(or o( such is the
children to come unto me ...
Kingdom of heaven."

Trnly, man shall not live by bread alone.

SENSATIONALISM VS.
INVISIBLE MORAL FORCES
/Jo not put the Lord your Cod to the test.

Matthew 4:7
Upon first reading, the second temptation of Jesus
seems so bizarre as to make us wonder what it was
all about and how we could possibly be tempted in a
similar way. Satan took Jesus to the roof of the
temple and said, "If you are the Son of God, throw
yourself down from here. Surely the angels will protect you and will not even allow your foot to be
sprained when you hit the pavement!" Jesus dismissed Satan straightaway.
Actually, the temptation is not so preposterous as
it sounds, for apparently the intent was for Jesus to
reveal his identity to the public by some spectacular
convincing sign. In the culture of that day anyone
who claimed to be a prophet was expected to have
special powers that could be put on display as
credentials. Repeatedly, you will remember, the
Pharisees were asking Jesus for a sign. Indeed, it may
well have been a recurring temptation of our Lord to
concede to this request; but clearly He resisted
being thrust into the public eye by some kind of
stunt.

5

Indeed Jesus went out of his way to play down any
publicity based upon any extraordinary act on his
part. When He healed people, He would often tell
the recipient, "Keep quiet about this; don't tell
anyone." Jesus was suspicious of a crowd attracted
by what might appear to be cheap exhibitionism.
Once he told a story about a man in hell who begged for permission to return to earth to persuade his
brothers to repent; but Jesus concluded, "If your
brothers did not listen to Moses and the prophets,
neither will they be convinced if someone should
rise from the dead." Resorting to the spectacular
does not insure the desired response.
There is a stronger case for the claim that extraordinary events occur where people are prepared to

believe and have their eyes open to see than for the
claim that extraordinary events open their eyes and
cause them to believe. Generally we move from
faith to miracles rather than from miracles to faith. It
is noteworthy that every resurrection experience
reported in the New Testament was to persons who
already believed in Jesus. It was not to Herod or to
Caiaphas or to Pilate that our Lord appeared; even
had He done so, they would have dismissed the
evidence as sheer hallucination or would have concluded that the executioners had failed to do their
job. Only those who already believed were
prepared to receive the wonder of the Resurrection.
Jesus saw clearly from the very outset of his ministry
that it is the man who authenticates the miracles.
It is not surprising, however, that the Church,
weary with the indifference of society-at-large to the
claims of our faith, should be tempted to try
something spectacular to get attention. So in some
6

congregations worship has become show time as the
minister abdicates his role to become an entertainer.
There is strong pressure to find innovative ways to
break into the public media so there will be no
possibility of being ignored.
Culture teaches us to value visibility and notoriety
as the main criteria of the significance of what we are
doing. The importance of a meeting is measured by
whether or not the television cameras are present.
The test of any new movement is the number of

Not until we are willing to risk withdrawing from the world are we likely to make
the kind of fearless, loving, and obedient
response that the world needs.
people we can mobilize for a protest march.
Some months ago the Pope flew into Central
America to draw multitudes of people together for a
public witness. Although the event made prime-time
news around the world, I have the impression that
the poverty and injustice and violence of those
Central
American
countries
have not been
significantly changed by the spectacular pageantry.
The more difficult victories against evil are not usually so easily won but require long-term patience and
painful struggle and prayer. In the long run, the
leaven in the lump is more likely to make lasting
change than is the television special.
William James once said, "I am done with great
things and big things, great institutions and big
success, and I am for those tiny invisible molecular
moral forces that work from individual to individual,
creeping through the crannies of the world like so
many rootlets ... yet which, if you give them time,
will rend the hardest monuments of man's pride." I
confess that sometimes I share the temptation to
believe that some unusual event that demands
immediate attention is our best option; but at a
deeper level of my being I know that such a process
never accomplishes what can be achieved ultimately by perseverance and persistence. Think, for exarnple, of the long process involved in bringing salvation from the remnant of Israel.
Furthermore, our God is a God who chose to be
revealed in the unspectacular form of a servant and
in one who died on a cross as a common criminal!
These are hard lessons for the Church today in a
time when we are made to feel that our success in
public relations and public appeal are the best gauge
in the importance and value of what we're doing.
Our insecurity is showing! Would that we more
firmly believed, in the words of the hymn,

MISSION JOUkNII_L

That cause can neither be lost nor stayed
Which takes the course of what Cod has made,
And is not trusting in walls and towers
But slowly growing from seeds to flowers.
Kristian Ostergaard

Yes, the temptation of Jesus to jump from the top
of the temple translates for us into the temptation to
think we can bring in the Kingdom by calling attention to ourselves or by some spectacular shortcut.
There is yet another way this temptation speaks to
us, perhaps not unlike the attraction it may have
held for Jesus. Satan may have been saying to Jesus,
"Prove that you're special to God by taking a risk."
I suppose there is something in each of us that
wants to put God to the test, that wants tangible
proof that God really cares. Several years ago I was a
passenger on a plane that developed serious engine
trouble. I was terrified as I looked out of the window
and saw huge flames belching forth and heard the
pilot announce that we were returning to the airport. But when I boarded the next flight out, would
you believe I found myself sitting next to Billy
Graham! I told him of my harrowing experience and
said smilingly that I felt more secure with him on
board, for "surely the Lord will not let you down."
We both laughed because we both knew that this
was bad theology, but what a tempting way to think!
"God, if I'm so special to you, surely I deserve
privileged attention!" In crisis situations such reactions are predictable almost to the point of seeming
instinctual.
Who of us have not on occasion found ourselves
in some undesirable circumstance and pleaded,
"Prove you love me, Lord!" We pull the emergency
cord and expect God to rush to our rescue, or we

There is a stronger case for the claim that
extraordinary events occur where people
are prepared to believe and have their eyes

open to see than for the claim that extraordinary events open their eyes and cause
them to believe.
get backed into some perilous corner and feel we
have a claim upon God to provide an escape hatch.
We jump from the temple-so to speak-and scream
for the angels to catch us before we fall. This is not
faith; this is presumption-trying
to force God's
hand.
Jesus avoided this temptation. Even in the Garden
of Gethsemane, where I-le so desperately wanted to
withdraw from the hostile forces that were closing in
on Him, He made no demand of God. Rather, He
put himself at God's disposal. For Hirn the test of

faith was not in God's willingness to provide an
avenue of escape but in the assurance that God
would sustain Him for whatever He was required to
endure. He didn't say, "Do this, God, and I'm
yours"; He said, "I am yours whatever you do."
Even though the reward of his faithfulness was a
cross and a crown of thorns, He made no claim
upon God, but accepted God's claim upon Himself.
May these words of the familiar hymn, "Spirit of
God Descend Upon My Heart," be our prayer too:
I ask no dream, no prophet ecstacies,
No sudden rending of the veil of clay,
No angel visitant, no opening skies,
But take the dimness of my soul away.
Attributed to Ceorge Croly

POWER: A GOD THAT FAILS

Worship the Lord your Cod, and serve him
only.
Matthew 4:9
Satan took Jesus to a high mountain and showed
Him the kingdoms of the world in all their greatness,
and said, "If you kneel down and worship me, all
this I will give you." But Jesus answered, "Be gone,
Satan, for the Scripture says, 'Worship the Lord your
God and serve him only."' This third temptation
may be for us the most seductive and pervasive of
them all.
We live with this temptation all our lives. From our
earliest years we are encouraged to consolidate
power for ourselves so that we can be in a position
to control. We are nurtured in an environment that
continually prods us to get ahead, to compete. We
admire ambition and achievement. We are persuaded to strive for upward mobility, to broaden our
base of power by what we possess, to seek places of
responsibility that put us in charge of others, and to
manipulate our influence to extend the sphere of
our control. At no point does the climate of our
culture more unabashedly contradict our Christian
faith than here, tempting us to be powerful instead
of to emulate the teaching and example of Jesus to
assume the role of a servant.
Ironically the subtlety of this temptation enables us
to equate striving for power with seeking opportunities for service. We see little inconsistency in the
assumption that in order to serve we need a power
base. From the election of class officers in elementary school to the competitive clamoring of candidates who want to be President of our country, we
speak about "places of service" and "public servants," implying that all such persons have altruistic
motives and nothing personal to gain as power
brokers.
We think of power as a commodity, as a good to
be sought in order to extend our influence in effec7
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tive and positive ways. All kinds of well-meaning
groups and promoters of good causes are constantly
devising strategy to acquire power. Indeed, one of
the primary purposes of most protest movements is
to secure a division of power, to get those who have
it to share it or to give it up. Although we convince
ourselves that the intent of all such efforts is to
enable us to serve God and others more ably, the
stated motive may in reality prove to be self-serving.
For example, as a nation we indulge in the deception that we need to be powerfu I for the good of the
world. We become indignant when anyone suggests
that our temptation to throw our weight around is
motivated by self-interest. We like to think that God
has given us a special mission in the world community and that it is necessary for us to be strong to
fulfill this calling, when in fact our primary intention
more often is to perpetuate our privi Iiged position at
the expense of countries that are too weak to
challenge us.
Such deception also takes place in the Church.
Bids for control among various factions are often
cloaked in the most commendable terms. In many
religious groups aggressive grabs are now taking
place in the alleged cause of preserving the purity of
the faith; yet it is clear in most instances that this hue
and cry about dogma is more for the sake of power
and control than for fidelity to the Gospel. What a
seductive temptation it is for ministers and other
church leaders to think that it is all right for them to
be powerful, for they always use power to further
the Kingdom of God. At the outset one may seek
power to be of service to God; but the danger is that
power tends to be corrupting-no
matter where it is
exercised.
As a young man, Arthur Koestler was captured by
the vision of Lenin's promise of salvation and the
Soviet dream of bringing in the Kingdom of God
without God. But early on, Koestler saw excesses of
power that he could not stomach; and he blew the
whistle on the revolution by revealing to the world
in his novels what it was really like. In Darkness At
Noon the Communist mind was finally unmasked as
Rubashov confessed the full measure of Stalinism's
humiliation of human beings.
I plead guilty to having followed sentimental impulses .... I have lent my ear to the laments of the
sacrificed and thus become deaf to the a1·guments
which proved the necessity to sacrifice them. I
plead guilty to having rated the question of guilt
and innocence higher than that of futility and
harmfulness. Finally, I plead guilty to having placed the idea of man above the idea of rnanki ncl.

Arthur Koestler educated a generation by exposing a
"god that failed."
The corrupting potentiality of power is the tempta8

tion to identify one's position with God's. When the
President of the United States addressed the National Association of Evangelicals, he suggested that
belief in God should make Americans join him in opposing a nuclear freeze. Incredibly, he went on to
say, "There is sin and evil in our world, and we are
enjoined by Scripture and the Lord Jesus to oppose it
with all our might," and Soviet Communism is the
"focus of evil in the modern world." Alarm bells
should ring when any political leader equates his
point of view with the voice of God or suggests that
we as a nation have a corner on righteousness. We
may not be at one with the Russians in love, but we
are surely united with the Russians in sin; and if ever
we forget this, we are well on our way toward a selfrighteous crusade which will consume us all.
No doubt the greatest appeal of power is its promise of security and control; but the drive toward
complete security always eludes us, because we find
ourselves putting our trust in something other than
God. Further, we eventually discover that instead of
liberating us our possessions possess us, for we have
to protect and manage them.
The same is true of those who feed on the
applause of the crowd or seek power in pub1ic
acclaim. Such persons lose control as they become
victims of power traps of their own making. Pilate
was one such man. Although in the position of
power and clearly wanting to free his prisoner, he
found himself cornered into condemning Jesus to
death. Ironically, as we see Jesus standing powerless
before Pilate, we get the strong impression that it
was He who was in command of the situation instead of the other way around.
Jesus understood that "equality with God was not
a thing to be grasped, but emptied himself" and
became a servant. As a servant, He washed his
disciples feet. Ile rejected Peter's power play and
told him to put up his sword. He said the first shall
be last, and He taught that in weakness there is
strength. We are called not to serve with power but
with powerlessness, to make a risky surrender to
God in the belief that Cod can work through us in
ways that will confound the world.
Three times the tempter sneered, "If you are the
Son of God, ... " Jesus answered simply but powerfully, "It is written: Man shall not live by bread alone
but by every word that proceedeth out of the mouth
of God ....
Do not put the Lord your God to the
test .... Worship the Lord your God, and serve him
only." May God enable us so to withstand in the
MISSION
times of trial.
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''Flaming Swords'' Or
The Flame of the Lord?
Sin As Ontology

The deepest dimension of who we are as human persons is that we are those
who share God's own life both now and in eternity in a relationship of
untold, unfathomable intimacy.
By BONNIE BOWMAN THURSTON
sometimes wonder if I am the only person around

I who laments the demise of sin. Now hold on. I
don't mean that I think that sin is a good thing and
that less sin is a shame. I do mean that we seem to
hear less and less about sin in church-mortal,
venial or otherwise. And that is a shame. Don't get
me wrong; I don't mourn for the "hell fire and
brimstone" preachers or for Jonathan Edwards and
his "Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God" scarethe-hell-out-of-'em conversions. But it does seem to
me that we have sophisticated ourselves right out of
a Christian understanding of sin and, thus, right into
the hands of you-know-who!
The early church worried a lot about sin. They
understood themselves to be surrounded by it. They
were right. Even Paul felt overwhelmed by his own
capacity for sin. A popular twentieth century comedian has cut to the heart of Paul's message when
(howbeit unknowingly) he quips, "The devil made
me do it." Certainly this is a humorous way of saying, "I do the very thing I hate" (Rom. 7:15).
How often have you made yourself a promise not
to be sharp-tongued and critical, not to stretch the
truth, not to gossip, only to find that "the evil I do
not want is what I do" (Rom 7: 19). When we want to
do the right thing, evil and sin do sometimes seem to
be close. But to understand sin as simply the workings of our evil flesh-a
slip of the tongue, for
example-is
a little like saying "sin is eating too
much ice cream" or "sin is double parking" or "sin
Bonnie Bowman Thurston, of Bethany, West Virginia, is currently on the
faculty of Wheeling College and is co-minister with her husband of the
Taylorslown (Pennsylvania) Christian Church.

is cheating the I.R.S."
So let us begin in good German fashion by suggesting a few things that sin is not. First, sin is not
breaking a cultural taboo. In many Christian homes
in America, alcoholic beverages are never served.
This does not make it sin for a French Christian to
have a glass of wine with a meal. (Ah ha! I see you
wiping your brow!) Women with short hair cuts or
men who shave are not for those reasons necessarily
sinners. Failure to be at the church building every
time the doors are open or even failure to attend
Sunday worship are not sins. (This does not mean
you can sleep in this Sunday.) All of these things are
cultural norms or religious norms which vary from
country to country or from sect to sect.
Second, using swear words or taking a swing at
your pesky little sister are not in themselves sin. They
may, however, be manifestations of sin. Adultery,
drunkenness, stealing, and lying are sin because of
what they do to our relationship to God and to other
persons. Sin is not merely an action, but an identity.
Sin is not primarily a matter of morality, but of ontology. It springs from a radical rejection of God in
whom alone we find our identity.
"Ontology"
is a rather imposing word. It comes
from the present participle of the Greek verb "to
be." Ontology, then, has to do with the nature or
the study of being, of existence, of what it "means"
to be alive. In order to understand what I mean
when I say that sin is ontology, let's go back to our
old pals Adam and Eve.
The book of Genesis makes it clear that we
humans are created to be sharer's in the Divine life
9

as God's special creatures. "So God created man in
his own image, in the image of God he created him;
male and female he created them. And God blessed
them, and God said to them, 'Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth and subdue it; and have dominion ... "' (Gen. 1:27-28). Human beings, male and
female, were made in the likeness of God and thus
able to relate to their Creator. Metaphorically, the
fact that man and woman have dominion over the
other aspects of creation makes them in God's place
vis-a-vis the world. God affirmed that this set-up was

Sin is not primarily a matter of morality,
but of ontology. It springs from a radical
rejection of God in whom alone we find
our identity.
good. We were created to find fulfillment in faithful
response to God.
It is too easy to say the whole order was disrupted
by the devil in the form of a snake. Taking the fruit of
the tree of the knowledge of good and evil was not
sin because it was stealing. It was sin because it
broke the relationship of trust between God and
persons. Not only did Adam and Eve take what they
were forbidden to have, they lied about it; they hid
from God and refused to take responsibility for their
actions.
Have you ever been lied to by a friend, someone
you loved and trusted? Has a companion ever
betrayed a confidence? If so, then you understand
how God must have "felt." Your way of viewing
your friend changed. His or her "being" was altered
in your sight.
When Adam and Eve stepped over the boundaries
God had set, i.e., when their actions were motivated
by the sin of pride, they became different sorts of
beings in God's sight. The character of their action,
its rightness or wrongness, its morality, was less important than its ontology, i.e., what it said about
their being, about who they were in relationship to
God.
n the Genesis story, sin was freely chosen dis-

which led to a break in relationship
I
with God. And God sent them forth from the garden
obedience,

of Eden, where they had lived in intimacy with Him.
Here we see in cosmic form what happens when
relationships of trust are broken; "flaming swords"
come between those who have lived in the garden
of friendship.
This whole picture explains why the idea of law is
so important to Paul and why he dwells on it in
Romans 7. Like all good Jews, Paul reads the law of
10

Moses back onto the Genesis account, and that
leads to an externally imposed definition of sin. Paul
explains in Romans 5 that by Adam's disobedience
many were made sinners; and law, which is subject
to the rules of time (7: 1-3), exacerbates the problem.
That is, the concept of law makes sin the breaking of
externally imposed rules.
Most of us would agree that it is "bad" to break
the rules laid down in the ten commandments. Bad
consequences resu It. But as Christians, "we are
discharged from the law ... we serve not under the
old written code but in the new life of the spirit"
(Romans 7:6). This makes sin in the New Testament
or in Christian terms even more serious, for it is
internal and negates our very identity as Christian
people. Sin is ontological; it keeps us from being
who we are!
Earlier in Romans 7 Paul says sin found opportunity in the law and killed him (7:11). What he.is
suggesting is that the whole idea of law made
righteousness a matter of following rules rather than
a matter of a "way of being" in the heart. As
Abraham proved, the faithful person was the
obedient one. But as Christians, our relationship to
God is not mediated by a set of rules. We receive
that relationship to God through baptism into the
life, death, and resurrection of Jesus, the Christ.
Romans 6:4 explains: "We were buried therefore
with him by baptism into his death, so that as Christ
was raised from the dead by the glory of the Father,
we too might walk in newness of life." The newness
of life mentioned here is rooted in our relationship
to Jesus. Christian life as it is depicted in the New
Testament is primarily a participation in the life of
Christ. Adam brought death through sin; Jesus brings
life through death. Again, as Paul notes, "as one
man's tresspass led to condemnation for all ... so
one man's act of righteousness leads to acquittal and
life for all ... " (Rom. 5:18). In baptism, the Spirit incorporates the Christian into the very life of the
Risen Lord. This is why Paul can say, "Therefore, if

Our deepest reality is our claim to Jesus.
Sin is wanting something else. Sin ends up
with less than nothing by trying to have
more than the everything God gives in
Jesus.
anyone is in Christ, he (she) is a new creation, the
old has passed away, behold the new has come" (2
Cor. 5:17) Or again, "It is no longer I who live, but
Christ who lives in me" (Gal. 3:20).
The deepest dimension of who we are as persons
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ship to ourselves, our neighbor, the creation, the
is that we are those who share God's own life both
now and in eternity in a relationship of untold, un- human family" ("Sin Is When Life Freezes," The
fathomable intimacy. As Thomas Merton has ex- Christian Century, May 12, 1982, p. 559).
Paul says the "wages of sin are death." This is
pressed so well, "Within myself is a metaphorical
apex of existence at which I am held in being by my because sin separates us from Jesus who is life. But
Creator (New Seeds of Contemplation,
p. 37). I death in the context of sin has two functions: It may
believe that Christ is in me, and in each baptized
be the darkness of total separation from God or it
person, and that is our hope of glory. We are, in- may be the loss of self (or selfishness) that prepares a
place within us for the "flame" of our Lord. To
dividually and corporately, the persons for whom
radiate the light of Jesus we must deny our own
Christ died.
selfish ambitions and wills and follow God's will for
As baptized persons, then, sin denies who we are.
us. This is not easy. We must "die to self" and this
Our deepest reality is our claim to Jesus. Sin is wantusually comes at great cost. It made Jesus Himself
ing something else. Sin ends up with less than
sweat blood. And yet, for us, it can be the atonenothing by trying to have more than the everything
ment before reconciliation, the way to union with
God gives in Jesus.
How do we avoid sin? By remembering that Jesus' Christ.
Is sin killing the life and light in you or in someone
very life lives on in us and, like Him, by conforming
to the will of God. Imagine lesus within you as a you know and love? Take comfort in Christ's own
words: those who are well don't need a doctor.
small flame, a light to share. All you do to share that
Jesus came for sinners. Sinners heard and followed
light is in accord with God's will; all you do to hide,
Him: big sinners, crooked tax collectors, adulterers,
shade, or extinguish it is sin.
prostitutes. He saved them from the darkness of
A flame is not burned by itself. But when we try to
death and brought them back to who they were. He
be other than who we are as Christians, we are burnplanted his life and light in them, and they passed it
ed by ourselves. By shading my flame, I am cutting
myself off from my likeness to my brothers and 'on to us.
Like those earlier followers, we are called to die to
sisters in Christ, because the flame in me is also in all
sin.
Our life in Christ does not begin at biological
others who claim Jesus. This is why, no matter
death, but in the death to self which makes us "alive
where we are, when we are with other Christians,
to God in Christ Jesus" (Rom. 6:11). At that point, as
we are "at home."
Thus, as the German theologian Dorothee Solle PauI says, you are "set free from sin and have
become slaves of God, the return you get is sancpoints out, sin is a "general condition, the destructification and its end, eternal life. For the wages of
tion of our capacity for relatedness. Everything
seems to become shadowy, unimportant; life loses sin is death, but the free gift of God is eternal life in
Christ Jesus our Lord (Rom. 6:22-23) ..____ M1ss10N
its taste ....
Sin means being separated from the
ground of life; it means having a disturbed relation-
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The Annual Mission Journal Readers' Seminar and Meeting of
the Board of Trustees will be at the Richardson East Church of
Christ, Richardson, Texas, on June 20-22. further details in next
month's journal.
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Sep~f:~tldn
..· l§~rah
said:
/,:.>{our sins have separated
you and your God.
Often, as I read this,
l envision the pure, Holy God
Turning his face,
Slamming his door,
and rejecting me in my

!t;

S~IJ·
///

This is true, perhaps,
)
but only half true.
///
For I know Adam
/ii
ff;
and his experience as rry~own.
///
/ll
i/'
;

I /

!?

i

He ran and hid in tii/forest
Ir!
And God called oyit/f
"WHERE ARE YO(J?"
?
God asked first. I i 1
I

{

/

/

And today,
. .
When sin has b~\in sinned,
Sooner or lat¢rl /
just as with Afiam,
God confrodt{/
With a sv5qtd of retribution
And a b~Iii of restitution.
But Godlaii1ys comes,
(taking.~ leisurely stroll, it seems),
And hE;iaJ\/ays comes looking,
And h.~ cllways comes asking,
"WHE/RE ARE YOU?"
When.he.hears me
rustling in the bushes.
Ken Cameron is a clinical psychologist
Center in Springdale, Arkansas.

Ken Cameron
at the Ozark Guidance

The Power Of Forgiving Love:
Joseph And His Brothers
"Forgive Us Our Debts
As We Have Forgiven ... "

The beauty of repentance and of surrender to the love of Christ is that the
past can remain the past. We cannot change the facts, but we can change
the meaning of the facts.
By RICHARD T. OWEN
ave you ever thought that the expectation to be
forgiving was almost asking too much? Gordon
and Gladis DePree put it like this:

H

Sometimes I do not want to thin!<o( Cod
As being totally forgiving
Because I do not want to totally forgive.
I mean,
If a person has done wrong
/-le should be punished, shouldn't he?
Else
Wh 11 should I bother to do right?
Cod has laws, my reasoning goes,
And i( man breaks them,
And Cod forgives and iorgives,
Why should the laws ever be l<ept?
or what validit\! are the11?
But sometimes
A liule hit o( grace shines into m11mine/,
And I realiLe that the keeping and
breaking of Cod's laws
Are their own punishnwnt and reward,
And an)1onc who has broken himself
Against the law of Cod
Needs all the (orgiveness and
love I can give him.
Cuideposts, March 1977
It is certainly clear that Christians are expected to
forgive. The model prayer affirms it: "And forgive us
our debts, as we also have forgiven our debtors"
(Matt. 6: 12; cf. vv. 14, 15; 18:21-25). But that does
Richard T. Owen is Chairman of the Bible Division at Puget Sound Christian College, Edmonds, Washington.

not necessarily make forgiving easy.
Thinking about forgiveness, I've been strongly
attracted to the story of the man who has been called "one of the most admirable persons in all the Old
Testament: "Joseph, the outstanding son of Jacob's
twelve. His willingness to forgive is vividly expressed
by one of the last word pictures we have about
Joseph:

When Joseph's brothers saw that their lather was
dead, they said, "What i( Joseph should bear a
grudge against us and pay us baci<in lull (or all the
wrong which we did to him!" So they sent a
message to Joseph, saying, "Your lather charged
bcfore he died, sa)1ing, 'Thus )IOU shall say to
Joseph, "Please forgive, I beg you, the transgres:;ions o( 11otirbrothers and their sin, (or they did
you wrong."' And now, please (orgive the transgression of the servants of the Coe/ o( your (ather."
And Joseph wept when the) 1 spoke to him. Then
his brothers also came and (C'II down lwlore him
and said, "Belwlcl, we are 11ourservants." !3ut
Joseph said to them, "l)o not he afraid, for am I in
Cod's place? And as (or you, )!OUmeant evil
against me, /)(Jt Cod meant it for good in ore/er to
bring about this present result, to preserve man)1
people alive. So therefore, do not be afraid; I vvill
provide for you and your little ones." So he comforted them and spoke kindly to them.
Cenesis .50:IS-2 l
Joseph well illustrates the quality of genuine
forgiveness, although he lived in Old Testament
times. Our forgiving as Christians should be at least
as good as his. His experience shows the problem,
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the process, and the power of forgiving.

he problem began as one of those unfortunate
instances of favoritism to which polygamy lends
itself. Joseph was so clearly given preference in the
family that his ten older brothers could hardly stand
to be around him, especially when he began announcing dreams that put him ahead of them. Consequently, with dislike now grown to jealous hatred,
they sold him into slavery in Egypt and let their
father think he'd been killed by some wild animal.
In Egypt Joseph went through thirteen years of difficulties before Pharaoh put him over the food conservation and famine relief program of the land. And
then, after he'd been away from his family about
twenty-one years, suddenly he saw his ten older
brothers before him, wanting to buy food from
Egypt's stores.
Joseph was the second highest authority in Egypt.
What would he do with these men who had rejected
him from all brotherly caring, exiled him from home,
and sold him into slavery? When Solomon later had
trouble with his brother Adonijah, he promptly had
him executed
(1 Kings 2: 11-25). David had
remembered the faults of several men until his dying
days and left it to his son to carry out sentences
against them. The choices for one with Joseph's
power were very real. It was solely up to him to
determine how to respond to the treachery and
hatred his brothers had shown him over twenty
years before-solely
up to him!
And what are the problems we have? There can be
a lot of different kinds. What about the persons who
made promises to us and didn't keep them, lied
about us, or hurt someone very close to us? Do we
forgive them, and if so, on what basis? What if the
wrongs keep happening after we've first forgiven?
How long do we have to keep it up? Should we respond to wrong differently as families, or as congregations, or as historical groupings of churches,
from the way we do as individuals?
The issue of forgiveness between people, including Christian people, does have its problems.

T

he process Joseph used is fascinating. He coolly,
patiently, cleverly researched his brothers until
he succeeded in seeing clearly what they were really
like. He listened for their sense of guilt and their concern about their father. He gave them such tests as
would challenge their noblest qualities or unselfishness, responsibility, and honor. And when he saw
the good that was there, he dropped all charges
against him, all antagonism toward them, all
distance from them, and granted them his heartfelt
love, bringing the whole family together again down
in Egypt. "And now do not be grieved or angry with

T
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yourselves, because you sold me here; for God sent
me before you to preserve life" (Gen. 45:5).
One of the remarkable qualities of Joseph's
forgiveness was that he did not wait until he was
asked to forgive before he forgave. It was not a strict
and rigid process with him as though to say, "Turn in
your petition for forgiveness typed, double-spaced
on official stationery and I'll consider it." None of
that old "I'll be ready to forgive whenever he gets
around to asking" rule. We'll never forgive some
persons and some situations if we wait for that. And
if .not, we may eat our hearts out nursing the
grievance.
Of course we need to seek to win back an erring
brother by the steps of Matthew 18: 15-18; but even
in Judaism it was said that if all efforts to reconcile
failed, the only thing left was "even so forgive him
from the heart, and leave to God the avenging"
(Test. of Gad, in R.H. Charles, Apocrypha and
Pseudepigrapha, II). How long will we wait to pray
the Lord's model prayer, "Forgive us our debts as we
also have forgiven our debtors," if we insist the
other party must satisfy our formula for forgiveness
in every respect before we let go of our rights and
charges and allow the offender back into our heart?
Sometimes people say they've tried forgiving and
it hasn't worked, so they're going for an alternate
approach. That may mean they've simply perfected

The potential for rich blessing is present
for historically separated groups of congregations-such
as the heirs of restoration ideology-if we are willing to forgive
one another both real and imagined errors
and to research in love the road to our
reconciliation.
the art of remembering every little injustice and have
been preparing their case for one grand act of
retaliation. Their desire now to even the score may
be revealing a longstanding failure to forgive.
Another wrong way of going about the process of
forgiving seems built into the frequent claim, "If you
haven't forgotten, you haven't forgiven." This has
troubled many people. It does not operate in the instance of Joseph, who says, "You meant evil against
me, but God meant it for good" (Gen. 50:20). Furthermore, there are plenty of records in the Bible,
preserved to memory, of sins forgiven. Surely it is a
mistake-a serious mistake-to equate forgiving with
forgetting, as though by sheer effort of will we can
forget. What we do by insisting is to burden people
with additional guilt for not forgetting. There is
wisdom in the observation that "he who tries to cut
himself off from the past has no future" (Wm.

Klassen, The Forgiving Community, p. 209).
The beauty of repentance and of surrender to the
love of Christ is that the past can remain the past.
We cannot change the facts, but we can change the
meaning of the facts. Forgiveness allows the past to
lose its sting and its curse, to be diffused, to be drained of the negative dynamic, to have taken from it the
bitterness and blaming, so that we are free for joyful
service in spite of the past. Factual memory may be
there, but emotionally it is no longer destructive. We
are renewed.
With Joseph the ingredients of his forgiving are
evident: wholehearted faith in God; humility to
perceive the purpose of God and desire his will to
work, his name to be glorified; patient effort toward
reconciliation; and genuine, God-like love toward
those guilty of evil. Joseph kissed all his brothers and
wept unashamedly with them. Joseph's love "cast
our fear" and rebuilt confidence.
he power
process

of forgiveness is linked closely to the

and may work both as a dynamic and as
T
a most marvelous result. Joseph believed God was
looking beyond the wrong to good that could result,
and he took strength from that belief to live out his
part of the forgiving process.
What was the resulting good? Family fellowship
was restored (Gen. 45:4,9, 10; 50:21 ). The whole of
Jacob's clan was brought together. Furthermore, by
Joseph's forgiving he opened Egypt to the planting
and growing of a nation. In Egypt Israel could
flourish and multiply. Then, too, Joseph's brothers
were given back their dignity and honor and
challenged to cooperate with the will of God. For all
later generations Joseph has illustrated what a
beautiful thing forgiveness can be.
We can do ourselves no better favor than to

forgive, nor perhaps any greater harm then to refuse
forgiveness. The warning of Matthew 6: 15 still
stands: "But if you do not forgive men, then your
Father will not forgive your transgressions."
The potential for rich blessing is present for
historically separated groups of congregations-such
as the heirs of restoration ideology-if we are willing

One of the remarkable qualities of
Joseph's forgiveness was that he did not
wait until he was asked to forgive before
he forgave.
to forgive one another both real and imagined errors
and to research in love the road to our reconciliation.
A congregation of Christians becomes a fellowship
with multiplied influence for Christ when estranged
members humble themselves and forgive.
An individual who has suffered injustice or injury
may by bitterness stifle his usefulness or by
forgiveness become an agent of God's grace.
Several years ago a senseless killing occurred near
Coos Bay, Oregon, in which four children in a Christian family were made orphans by the murder of
their father and mother. Monte, one of the four, was
a senior in high school when his parents were shot.
Later that year he enrolled at Puget Sound Christian
College to study for Christian ministry. Sometimes
he had his soul-disturbing heartaches, but he gave
over his feelings to the Lord and kept going. He is a
young man with a sweet, sweet spirit. And that is the
M1ss10N
power of forgiving love. _____
._______

Mission Announces New Book Review Editor.
Bruce L Edwards has been appointed Book Review Editor for
about him and about reviewing books for the journal will be forthcoming. Meanwhile all book
reviews and inquiries about reviewing should be sent to him at
1040 Village Drive, Bowling Green, OH 43402.

Mission Journal. More information
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A Word For

r Ti1nes

a columnfor
opinion and
personal
reflection
By John W. Smith

feeding On The Wind
The staff at the office gave me a gift
certificate from a large religious
bookstore for my birthday. As a result I
found myself doing a very rare
thing--walking down the aisles of a
bookstore with no specific book in
mind. Almost every religious person
(as well as some non-religious) in the
world has written a religious book.
Upon inquiring I found that religious
stuff sells really good. A catchy title
and a new twist on sex, marriage, the
rapture, miracles, Armageddon, health
and wealth, or raising children without
pain will make you a lot of money
because there are millions of folks out
there just waiting for the answer. Our
quick fix, fast-food, ask-the-computer,
T.V. intellect has created yet another
dragon which must be slain. But
where shall we find Sir Lancelot, Sir
Giles, or Don Quixote?
Christianity has been reduced once
again to a formula, not the oldfashioned five-step formula with which
we are familiar, but no, a "new improved" formula, one which leads to
instant
spirituality
and
otherworldliness.
This combination
of
theorums and postulates is based upon
the foundation of "issues." It has its
own set of steps, but they are not
numbered-they are lettered. It begins
with understanding what the "real"
issues are. Suppose, for instance, you
are ta! king to a friend or brother and
you say, "If a person was immersed,
not understanding the full meaning or
implications of the new birth, would
Goel accept that act, forgive, and infuse the Holy Spirit?" If you ask that
and your conversant is issue-hep, he
will look at you rather sadly and
perhaps with a small hint of frustration
say, "That's not the 'real' issue,
brother; the 'real' issue is, will God accept him before he's immersed?" Now
you have been introduced into the
special society of the "real issue" sect.
Having been duly humbled, you must
begin your quest in other vital areas for
what the "real issues" are. (That is
16

Step A.)
Step B is to become versed in every
school of thought which relates to
these "real" issues. That's where the
books come in. Go to your friendly
neighborhood Bible bookstore. The
shelves are divided neatly for your
convenience into sections with all the
latest books on the hot topics. The
next time you get into a religious
discussion and someone tries to pull a
"one up" on you and says, "Have you
read ... ?" You can say, "Oh yes of
course, but have you read ... ? It just
came out two weeks ago and he
smashes ... idea all to bits." The crestfallen countenance of your antagonist
will be worth every cent you paid for
the book.
Step C is a little more complex. Now
that you know the ''real" issues and
now that you have in hand all the
possible approaches to those issues,
the tricky part comes. You must weave
all that information into a theory of
your own. This theory should combine
the best points of all the authors; yet
there should be some added twist
which gives it your personal identity.
Invariably, as you discuss these issues,
somewhere toward the end someone
is bound to say, "What do you think?"
This is the moment you've been
waiting for; you must be ready to
capitalize.
Step D is critical. It is generally
referred to as the "disclaimer" step.
Involved in this step is the process of
acquir·ing the ability to answer objections by saying, "Oh, I certainly did
not mean that," or "You can't believe
that I would endorse a position which
would discriminate against anyone."
This step is necessary because of the

inevitability of legitimate objections to
the direction your step C seems to be
taking. For instance, if we use the
example of step A and postulate in
step C that God may very well indeed,
accept, forgive, grant the Spirit to certain unimmersed individuals, it could
be deduced that God himself is very
unpredictable and fickle. So when it
comes right down to it, salvation is a
very "ify" thing, making the idea of
assurance rather untenable. In step D
you must be ready to say, "Oh, you
have taken my idea much too far. I
certainly did not mean to insinuate

that."
Step E must not deceive you. It appears amazingly simple, but failure in
step E has the most serious of consequences; in fact, it is tantamount to
omitting step five in the previously
mentioned ancient five-step plan. At
the end of every discussion you must
profess absolutely that although you
know every possible position on this
subject and have been able to incorporate all of the best ideas of the
authors you have read and heard into
a possible position, you still have no
firm notion of what the exact truth is
and you are further from any real conviction than you have ever been.
In the midst of all this hoop-la we
begin to think ourselves to be very
spiritually minded. We swallow huge
mouthfuls of turkish delight, we gorge
ourselves on angel food cake, we
develop insatiable appetites for more
and more of less and less until our
bloated
digestive
tracts strongly
resemble those distended stomachs of
the
malnutritioned
children
of
Ethiopia.

Speakers Of A Word For April: John W. Smith is Minister of the
Vande/ia Church of Christ, Lubbock, Texas, and an avid sportsman.
Gary D. Taliaferro is Minister of the Friendswood Church of Christ,
Friendswood, Texas, and a Trustee of Mission Journal. Edward G.
Holley, Professor of Library Science at the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill, is on leave for a year and is writing a book.

Even grace has become an issue. For
years it was relegated to a position of
relative insignificance, but suddenly it
has burst upon the religious scene with
all the dazzling effect of a meteor.
Why this overwhelming
attention?
Simply this: it has taken on issue
proportions. As Jong as we can dissect
and torment it, we will remain interested. Experiencing grace is not the
thing of primary interest; it's taking a
new and dramatic stance, being aware
of the theoretical possibilities, and
being fluent in the most rakish and in-

novative approaches. Thus we do not
search for the peace which can be
translated into our lives only by the
personal experience of grace, but
rather we seek new arguments to fuel
the present conflagration caused by
another issue.
If we want to be "just Christians," is
it so difficult that we have to write instructional manuals, host seminars, and
have long dissertations on the implications? "Let me explain how simpie it is" is followed by a three-hour
oral presentation of "basic strategy"

By Gary D. Taliaferro

Whose Forty-Four Hours A Week?
The boss at work - the school calendar - the digital clock by the bed a
wreck on the freeway - the opinions of
our peers - our spouses moods: what
do all of these seemingly unrelated
items have in common? In varying
degrees they all exert control over our
time and our lives. The greatest controller of most of our lives, however, is
none of these.
What is it? Yes, you guessed it; it's
the Television Set. What was once
heralded as the great invention for
communication
and education has
become, in fact, the greatest influence
for· the control of our minds and lives.
The average family watches T.V. fortyfour hours a week. The average child
in American will have spent 16,000
hours watching T.V. by the time of
high school graduation. The same
child will spend only 12,000 hours attending school during the same period

and only 3,300 in Bible school or
church activities. Only time spent in
sleep will consume more of the
disposable time that our children
have. In areas where T.V. consumption is low, children read, write, and
comprehend what they learn at a
higher level than where T.V. viewing is
high.
It is not an exaggeration to say that
T.V. controls our lives. The question is,
how has it influenced us? Here are
some observations:

1. It programs us to accept
violence,
abusive language, divorce, illicit sex,
lying, and cheating as
humorous,
normal and
even acceptable.
2. It trains us to be spectators
and stifles innovation,
creativity and productivity.

The Universal longing For Peace
(Thoughts on Isaiah 2 and Micah 4)
Outside the United Nations' headquarters in New York City stands a
mammoth statue of a man beating a
sword into a plowsh<1rc, a gift of the
Soviet Union. Nearby, on a section of
granite wall, appear these words from
Isaiah (and Micah):

They shall beat their swords inw
plowshares and their spears into
pruning hooks. Nation shall not
lift up sword against nation.
Neither shall they learn war any
more.
(Isaiah 2:4; Micah 4:3)
Thus in New York City, that place of
diplomatic intriques and posing and
bluster, two Old Testament prophets

and handing out a 347-page instruction book. We pursue simplicity with
the mindset of a computer technician
and a heart transplant surgeon. We fail
to be "just Christians" by complicating
the simplicity
with
issue smoke
screens.
Hosea accused Ephraim of feeding
on the wind. I am concerned that we
may be guilty of attempting
to
duplicate their attempts by nourishing
ourselves on that which has no substance. The results will probably be a
duplicate as well.

are called to mind once again.
Ironically so, for the statue looks like
nothing so much as those massive
statues loved by the Soviet leaders,
where figures larger than life, with a
rwasant's strength lrom work in the
fields and factories, extol the human
striving for a just society. Ironic also in
view of their antagonism toward
religion
and the controversies
surrounding
Israel, Poland, South
Afric.1, and rnany other places around
the world. The dream of,the founders
of the United Nations four decades
ago has not yet been realized, indeed
may never be realized in our lifetime
or other lifeti'mes.
r'or that condition
many are to

3. It has over-hauled our value system. We must be entertained at every level of
life or there is no value in
life. Thus, if church, work,
home, school do not entertain as well as T.V., then
it is substandard and worthless.
Television is a wonderful tool for
communication if it is controlled, but
when it controls our lives, it has
become a monster. Most of us would
allow no person or thing to tell us what
to do, think, or be for forty-four hours
a week. Why let a mindless, inanimate, man-created thing do this to
us?
The Bible tells what is to control the
Christian's life: "The love of Christ
controls us" (2 Cor. 5: 14). Thanks,
Lord.

Edward G.
blame, among them those religious
persons
whose
dogmatism
and
assurance of tlwir own righteousness
so often lead to envy, ernnity, hatred,
and violence. Christians themselves
have a lot for which to repent. After all,
they first used the written word against
the pagans and then against each
other. When Martin Luther, with the
help of some 300,000 pamphlets made
possible hy Gutenberg's invention,
disrupted Western Christendom and
thus assured a multiplicity of churches,
he launched a revolution which has
not yet stopped. Catholics and J>rotestants continue to battle each other
in Northern Ireland; descendants of the
Dutch Reformed Church settlers keep
17
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repressing Blacks in South Africa; sects
of Christians in the Middle East fight
against the Moslerns and each other,
while the Israelis take seriously Moses'
"eye for eye, and tooth for tooth."
What do Isaiah of Jerusalem and
Micah or their disciples (whoever
wrote this magnificent set of verses)
have to offer us today? Certainly there
doesn't seem any immediate prospect
either for the mountain of the house of
the Lord being established where
many nations shall come, or for individuals "to sit, every person under
his vine and under his fig tree, and
none to make them afraid." Our
society is more given to fear than to
hope, more called to its own gain than
opportuniG,
for peace and harmony.
Must
the dream
be forever
deferred? The answer is probably
"yes," but that does not mean that the
dream is unimportant. Both Micah and
Isaiah lived in a world not unlike our
own. Both condemned injustice and
ccmuption in officials. Both were appalled by national decisions which
leaned upon "God in their midst" for
salvation despite their greed, oppression, and foreign intrigues. Micah
found the rulers incorrigible and pronounced doom of total proportions
upon Jerusalem, the holy city. To
those who trusted in Jerusalem, Micah
declared that the city would become a
pile of ruins and temple hill a forest.
No wonder that both prophets were
told to mind their own business and
stop harping on the subject!
But beyond the Judean state there
was another possibility, a hope for the
future, another David, a kingdom that
might recover the lost bliss of Eden:
"An Edenlike peace [would reign] in
all the earth: peace among men, peace
in nature, peace with God," as John
Bright has described it. There God's
law would be supreme and men
would walk in it forever and ever. To
the words of Isaiah's testimony, with
its promise that in the latter days God's
house would be restored and many
nations would stream to it, Micah or
his disciples adds this phrase:

For all the peoples walk
each in the name o( its god,
But we will walk in the name
o( the Lord our Cod
(or ever and ever. (Micah 4:S)
To indicate the depth of the Israeli
commitment to their God, it was with
18

these words that President Zalman
Shazar bade farewell to the Roman
pontiff Paul VI when he visited the
Holy Land in 1964. How poignant
must have been that meeting! The inheritor of the ancient Jewish religion,
who had seen Jerusalem become a
place of pilgrimage for many persons
and many religions, face to face with
the pope who made his pontificate a
long quest for peace, and who, two
years later, electrified the General
Assembly of the United Nations with
these words: "No more war! Never
again war! If you wish to be brothers,
drop your weapons."
That moment did not last, of course.
Cynics continue with their own plans;
corrupt politicians blow up peace
ships and try to keep the deed hidden;
militarists build ever more hideous instruments of destruction; captains and
kings assemble and dissemble, proving
Shakespeare's point: "A man may
smile and smile and be a villain." And
we--we feel helpless to advance the
dream of those eighth century B.c
prophets, who enunciated in such
magnificent
poetry humankind's
desire
for peace,
justice,
and
righteousness.
Before we despair, however, we
should remember that these prophets
did not preach unrelieved doom. They
had a hope--a hope that extended
beyond their own time and place, a
hope that one day, "in the latter
days," in God's own good time,

people would say, "Corne, let us go
up to the mountain of the Lord, to the
house of the God of Jacob, that he may
teach us his ways, and we may walk in
his paths." The lame and those driven
away would be brought back, and
they would
become
that saving
remnant "that are like the dew from
the Lord, like showers upon the grass,
which tarry not for men, nor wait for
the sons of man" (Mic. 5:7).
Morever, there shall be one who
eventually will "stand and feed his
flock in the strength of the Lord his
God. And they shall dwell secure, for
now he shall be great to the ends of
the earth. And this shall be peace"
(Mic. 5:4-5). This longing, we Christians believe, was fulfilled in.Jesus of
Nazareth, who came in humility to the
insignificant town of Bethlehem; who
came down for us women and men
and our salvation,
bringing
the
message of peace; who said to his
disciples, "Peace I leave with you; my
peace I give to you, not as the world
gives do I give to you. Let not your
hearts be troubled: neither let them be
afraid" (Jn. 14:27).
But what do we do to keep the
dream alive? Build more and bigger
churches? Establish more church
councils or lectureships or peace
societies? Create the missiles that· go
straight and true and strike terror into
the hearts of potential
enemies?
Maybe some of these things, but the
evidence of their effectiveness, over
time, does not give us much confidence that they will succeed. If I
understand the message of Jesus and
the prophets correctly, we have to
keep the faith as God's covenant
people\ that remnant, who despite al I
the evidence to the contrary, believe
that God is in control of the destiny of
nations and of people-people
like
ourselves who are called "to walk in
the name of the Lord our God forever
and ever." To walk in his name is no
easy task. It means that we must be
sensitive to others, promote righteous·
ness, and provide food for the hungry
and clothes for the naked. For as
Micah reminds us (6:8), the Lord has
showed us what is good.
And what does the Lord
require oi us but to do

justice and to have mercy,
and to wall<humbly with our
Cod?
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Transcending The Clash
Of Ignorant Armies
SmugglingBiblesinto Russia

By MARYLOU WALDEN
...

the world, which seems

To lie before us like a land of dreams,
So various, so beautiful, so new,
/-lath really neither joy, nor love, nor light,
Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain.
Matthew Arnold, "Dover Beach
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he sands o.f Dover Beach are a far remove from
land behind the Iron Curtain-spiritually,
P?litically, .socially, as well as geographically. My
friend Gloria Day,* who teaches English in a suburban public high school, has been thrice to the Soviet
Union, returning each time with stories hair-raising
and heart-warming. When told against a backdrop
of seashore serenity on warm summer days, the setting for much of my listening, her sagas are a jolting
reminder that a large part of the world, bereft of
God, remains a "darkling plain" in need of our
prayers.
Gloria's reasons for going are varied--an indistinguishable mixture of curiosity, love of adventure, fascination for things Russian, fluency in the
language, all encircled by a steadfast commitrnent to
do the will of God and the conviction that his will is
for her to take his Word, Jesus, and his words 1 the
Bible, to people of the Soviet Union.
The first trip, in April of '83, was the general result
of a twenty-year-old desire to go and the specific
outcome of a prayer meeting she had attended in
February when, during a time of reflection, someone

T

A graduate of David Lipscomb College and Northwestern University, Mary
Lou Walden is a substitute teacher in Duxbury, Massachusetts, and writes
a feature column for the Duxbury Clipper.

was moved to say, "I feel God is speaking to
someone here tonight who will fulfill a dream planted long ago." Because Gloria felt strongly that she
was that someone, she asked for prayer for
guidance. "After that," she says simply, "I knew the
time had come."
hrough a brochure from the Russian Research
Center at Harvard she learned of a spring trip for
T
graduate students. She applied, was accepted, and
went with a group of twenty-seven people, most of
whom, like herself, were public school teachers.
Their mission: to visit various Soviet schools in
Moscow, Leningrad, and Kiev.
Gloria's personal mission, however, was broader.
She entered the Soviet Union with four Russian
Bibles, two in each suitcase, which she had received
from a U.S. missionary organization. Though Soviet
customs allows each tourist the "privilege"
of
bringing in only one Bible, which must be declared
and then taken out upon leaving, officials did not
search her luggage. Armed with addresses and
phone numbers of Russians who would welcome a
Bible, information she had obtained from emigre
friends at home whose family and friends were still
in the USSR, she used free time to give away the
Bibles and establish friendships with believers.
Among them was Alyosha, an elderly man whose
son, now in America, had been ordered out of the
country by the KGB because he helped the family of

*For security reasons the names in this piece, except
that of the writer and Irina f,?,atushinskaya, whose
plight is generally known, have been changed.
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an imprisoned Russian Orthodox priest.
Though an American in the Soviet Union for the
first time faces obvious constraints, Gloria was nonetheless able to call Alyosha, converse with him in
Russian, and arrange to meet during her lunch break
the following day. "I'm a blonde," she told him.
"And I'm gray," he said.
They met at the lntourist Hotel in Moscow, walked
to a nearby park; and as they talked, Gloria transferred two Bibles from her bag to his. He offered to
take her to an Orthodox church, but it was too far.
Later that same day, however, Gloria met Alyosha
again at a bookstore, where he bought her gifts of a
tablecloth, an apron, and a tea cozy, a lovely little
Russian doll with full padded skirt designed to keep
the teapot hot. The doll-I named her Sonia-later
became one of my gifts from Gloria. For almost three
years she has been covering the teapot on my buffet,
a daily reminder of simple Russian thanks for
treasures we too often take for granted, Bibles and
friendship.
The next morning before the group left Moscow
for Kiev in the Ukraine, she met Alyosha for a final
visit. This time the best friend of his son was with
him, and Gloria taped a message from the two of
them which she mailed to the son upon her return.
Because communication
between Russians in
America and Russians in the Soviet Union is at best
difficult and often impossible, the tape was precious,
as were the additional two Bibles Gloria gave
Alyosha that morning-both
transactions taking
place furtively for fear of Communist confiscation.
Sometime later Gloria received the following letter in broken English from Dimitri, the son in New
York: "Dear Mrs. Day, I want to apologize for my
keeping silent for so long time. I am very grateful to
you for visiting my father and giving him presents
and books. I called my father later (a rare one that
got through), and he asked me to thank you for all
these things. And I am especially thankful for that
record with voices (of) my father and my friend.
Thank you again, and please, forgive me for answering so late. Sincerely, Dimitri."
Gifts of these four Bibles to Alyosha would have
exhausted Gloria's supply except that while in
Moscow she was invited to a party at the home of
U.S. friends connected with the American Ernbassy
there. One of them, a woman Gloria had tutored in
Russian, returned a Bible Gloria had previously
given her in hopes she in turn could give it away.
(Many Americans are understandably afraid to make
the effort.) With this unexpected addition to her
luggage, Gloria set out with her colleagues to visit in
Kiev.
There, between scheduled tours of approved
schools, Gloria contacted cousins of American
20

friends. A married couple, both teachers, they
welcomed her graciously (Russian hospitality is different from Southern but every bit as warm!), introduced her to their friend Ivan, also a friend of
their American emigre' friend, who invited them all
to the tiny apartment where he lived with his expectant wife and five-year-old child. On the same floor
lived several other families in equally small quarters,
all of them sharing communally one kitchen and one
bathroom, with each family enjoying the luxury of its
own toilet seat that hung on the wall.
Ivan was in trouble with the KGB because a
neighbor had reported him for having illegal
Solzhenitsyn books in his apartment. Police had
broken in, seized the books, and put him on their hit
list, making him a likely candidate for the labor
camps. Risking further reprisal for hosting an
American, Ivan nonetheless provided a memorable
evening for Gloria and the couple who had introduced them. They ate jam-filled Russian pastry and
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talked about their families and shared their faith.
These Ukranian believers created an atmosphere
that allowed Gloria the freedom to "confess" that
she had a Bible.
"Does anyone want it?" she asked. Ludmila, the
teacher, said at once that her mother would "love
it." And Ivan said pleadingly, "Oh, if you know
anyone else coming over, please send me a Bible."
The following summer at a workshop at Harvard
Gloria met a woman who was going and agreed to
take a Bible; she returned, however, with word that
she had been unable to deliver it. After that, Gloria
learned that Lynn Loftus, Christian and nurse, was
also making the trip, and she subsequently got a
Bible through to Ivan. On later trips Gloria was able
to take him other necessities, such as clothes for his
children. "Ivan is just one of those special people
you want to help," she says.
Thus ended Gloria's first attempt to take Bibles
behind the Iron Curtain. Four copies in; five, counting the one returned to her at the Embassy party,
distributed without incident. Grateful for God's
grace, she approached trip two, fourteen months
later, with greater boldness.

G

loria returned to the USSR in June of 1984, this
time as director of a community chorus of forty people on a sixteen-day good-will peace tour.
Before leaving she obtained a new supply of Russian
Bibles along with religious tracts, which I sewed into
inside pockets of her coat and the hem of a skirt.
Two of the Bibles she packed in her suitcases; an
additional twelve were taken along by willing chorus
members. Before they left the States, a man who had
been to the USSR many times showed slides and
briefed the chorus, saying among other things, "If
you want to make a friend, take along gifts of
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children's shoes and a Bible." His encouragement
seemed assurance that risk would be slight; and, except for one person who declined, each chorus
member Gloria asked agreed to take in a Bible or at
least to try to.
This time officials at the Moscow airport lived up
to their reputation. Noting that one member of the
group was carrying a video camera, they became
suspicious, searched his suitcase, and found a Bible.
This discovery led to a random search of other bags
that also held Bibles-to the noisy consternation of
the Soviets. Seeing that they might be thus detained
for hours, an Eastern European-born member of the
group advised Gloria, who had herself successfully
made it through customs before the the first Bible
was found, to turn in the Bibles. In addition to ones
already confiscated, others were then voluntarily
surrendered-a
total of 8, enough to convince
examiners that they had them all. Then Gloria had to
sign a "responsibility" paper though she was never
searched-ironically,
miraculously!
One never knows what happens to seized goods,
but Russian friends at home tell us that they
probably make their way into the general population
via the black market. God be praised anyway! The
surviving Bibles were given as Gloria says, "by
guidance of the Holy Spirit showing the right time."
One of them went to Babushka Anna, "a dear little grandmother," who was caretaker in an Orthodox church in Yaroslavl. The church was not
open, but she took Gloria and a friend through the
downstairs part. Sensing that this was the "right
time," Gloria showed her a Bible and asked,
"Would you like?" She shook her head sadly: "I
have no money to buy." Gloria assured her that the
Bible was free. "I didn't even know if she could
read, but still she cherished it."

Far left:
Worshipers
gather at one of few Baptist churches in USSR.
Left: Boris, Lara, and
Lara's mother,
Jewish
Refusniks, with Gloria,
their
new
American
friend.
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Meanwhile, before the chorus left Moscow for
Yaroslavl, Gloria had asked a friend to try to call Ivan
in Kiev to see if he could travel to Moscow to meet
her when they returned two days later. The message
was relayed; and Gloria came back to news that Ivan
would be in Moscow, a thirteen-hour train ride from
Kiev, at nine o'clock that evening and would meet
her at the Metro (subway) station.

•

Babushka Anna holding her new Bible in front of Russian
Orthodox Church for which she is caretaker.

"And he was there!" Gloria recalls with both joy
and surprise, well aware that plans of Soviets are often changed abruptly and uncontrollably. As they
walked the street that night, Gloria gave him a New
Testament, the second of the six Bibles, and told him
of other gifts she had in her suitcase, including toys
for the children. Then because a longer meeting
might have incurred police interference, they separated, planning to meet elsewhere thirty minutes
later. Ivan's parting words were, "If I'm not there,
they (KGB) will have taken me."
"My heart fell knowing he had risked so much,"
Gloria said. But again he was there! He told Gloria of
his friend Irina Ratushinskaya, who had been sent to
seven years of hard labor plus five in exile for writing
Christian poetry. Her husband had given Ivan
money to give Gloria to buy items he could send to
her. (Americans in Moscow can shop in certain
stores that are off-limits to Soviets.) He wanted white
chocolate, caviar, and coffee; unfortunately, when
she went to shop, she found that section of the store
closed. However, she was able to buy a fur coat for
Ivan's child, which she gave him the next morning
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as he was going back to Kiev, along with chocolate
and coffee from her suitcase for Irina's husband to
send to her in the labor camp.
From Moscow the singers traveled to Tbilisi in the
southern province of Georgia, birthplace of Josef
Stalin. Here during a free Sunday evening Gloria and
two others located a Baptist church with help from a
map. They arrived just as the service ended,
received a warm welcome, and stayed to talk .
Though the drab building looked more like a factory
than a church, its interior walls bore signs reading
"God is Love" in four languages: Russian, Georgian,
Uzbekian, and Armenian. To show their love these
Georgian Christians gave each of the three visiting
Americans a beautiful long-stemmed pink rose and
then drove them back to their hotel in the official
"church car."
The day following, Gloria tried to reach relatives of
another friend from home but was unable because,
she thinks, they feared that contact with Americans
might attract the police. She was able, however, to
visit friends of her American Georgian friend, who
invited her to their apartment. During the evening as
they looked at photo albums and Gloria saw that
they had been married in a church, she was prompted to ask if they wanted a Bible. Their mouths
dropped open: "It's the most important gift we
could ever have!" Bible number three given with
impunity.
This same night, on the eve of the chorus flight to
Leningrad more than a thousand miles north, Gloria
returned to the Baptist church for Monday choir
practice. It was again late when she arrived, but they
stayed to sing for her. Afterwards she taught them
"King of Kings and Lord of Lords" in Russian. She
tried to encourage them to clap hands as they sang
but was told politely, "We don't clap hands." When
the singing was over, Gloria approached two
young women standing together to ask if either
would like a Bible. Of course, both wanted it; but
one of them pointed to the other, Lila, about 19
years old, who was celebrating either her birthday or
the anniversary of her spiritual rebirth. (Gloria could
not tell which.) She gave it to Lila. The girl was so
thrilled that she had Gloria inscribe it in Russian.
Later Gloria was again driven back in the "church
car," as the three ministers and choir director sang
hymns in Georgian all the way. Gloria rejoiced that
her fourth Bible now had an appreciative owner.
In Leningrad, the final stop, Gloria visited a family
of Refusniks (Jews and others who have been denied
permission to emigrate). There were three in the
family--Boris, the husband, and Lara, his wife, both
leading architects no longer allowed to work
because they have applied to leave the country, and
Lara's elderly mother. Because they and Gloria have

mutual friends in America, they invited her and
several others for a meal. And this occasion opened
up the right opportunity for her to give away Bible
number five.
During the visit Lara begged Gloria to find ways to
help them leave, but there is little a lone American
can do. To show her appreciation for Gloria's visit
and the Bible, however, and to implore her to contact senators or anyone on her family's behalf, Lara
showed up at the hotel the morning the group left.
As the heavily-guarded tourist hotel is off-limits to
Soviets, Gloria cannot explain how she got in; but
when she saw that Lara was there, she excused herself from the group and went outside for a final walk
and talk with her new friend.
The one remaining Bible was given by another
member of the chorus to their lntourist guide at the
end of the trip. It was dangerous for the young
woman to accept it, and it is possible that she turned
it over to the KGB; but it is equally possible that she
was as sincere as she seemed to be when she let it be
known that she wanted the Bible. Gloria was also
able to give away the tracts I had sewed into her
pockets and hems. I'm not sure I' II make her that
vulnerable next time, however.
At Leningrad customs the departure ritual made
Gloria's Moscow entry seem like an afternoon
quilting party. As soom as they read her name on the
passport, officials, in paroxysms of excitement,
ushered her off to a separate aisle for a thorough
search. As she describes it, "They went through
each bag, piece by piece, turned over every sheet of
music, did everything but a body search before letting
me board the plane. I was delayed so long that I had
no time for the last-minute shopping I wanted to
do."
At first Gloria thought that Moscow had notified
Leningrad because of the Bibles. Later, though, she
concluded that it's more likely that their ire was
aroused by Lara's visit to the hotel and that they
were probably more interested in gold than Bibles.
Gold must be left behind when Soviets flee the
country; and Lara, they probably reasoned, could
have given Gloria gold jewelry to return to Lara's
friend in the States who had emigrated two years
earlier, leaving all valuables behind.
The chorus's only disappointment was that they
had not had the opportunities to sing as much as
they had expected-just a few times during the first
week and not at all during the second. They had
traveled thousands of miles and spent hundreds of
their own dollars without performing their complete
repertoire a single time. Performances were curtailed probably because of simple predictable Soviet
inefficiency. The same disappointment, for example, had confronted the Yale Glee Club on a similar

trip a few weeks earlier when no known Bible
smuggling was involved. Although to promote peace
and good will through their singing had been their
purpose, perhaps more was accomplished in other
ways than they can ever know.
n April of 1985, Gloria took trip three with five

I students from her high school. The six of them
joined students from other parts of the country for a
spring vacation sponsored by an agency that
promotes student trips worldwide. She told the girls
that they were each allowed to take in one English
Bible, but no one did. She herself carried three
wooden crosses and two Bibles, one in each suitcase. She was stopped at customs because her bags
were so heavy and large. One was opened and a
Bible found and put under the counter. Then the
customs officer spotted one of the wooden crosses,
took it and asked how many more she had. Two, she
confessed; but he let them pass and failed to notice
the can of baby formula she was taking to a family in
need. He would probably have taken that too.
Checking the other suitcase, he found the second
Bible, a bi-glot version, and two walkman tape
recorders, one for herself, one to give away. The
items were all recorded on the customs list, which is
checked when one leaves the country. If they let
you in with contraband, you'd better make sure you
leave with it!
Because Gloria felt responsible for the students
and did not want to jeopardize either their safety or
her chances of getting a visa the next time she wants
to go, she did not give the Bible away or the tape
recorder, though she did give away the little crosses.
Upon leaving she received the Bible that had been
taken at customs.
There are, of course, a number of organizations
whose purpose is to get Bibles into Communist
countries. Open Doors, founded thirty years ago by
Brother Andrew, for example, has recently circulated over a million translations in China, causing
one worker to say, "We didn't meet a need; we
created one because of the spiritual hunger for the
Gospel these people now have." The labor of such
groups deserves far more praise than we can give it
here.
The efforts of Gloria Day, however, have been
largely a one-person operation. Because of the joy,
love, and light she has shed abroad by taking
Russian Bibles to Russian people, there are believers
in the Soviet Union whose faith in God and Jesus
Christ transcends the clash of ignorant armies in
daily life. Let us not forget to pray for these littleknown brothers and sisters. There is help for their
pain!
MISSION
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Mission is to be commended for
bringing opposing views on current
c riti cal issues before us. (See art ic les
on abortion in January issue - Ed.) Both
Ward and Hannah have acq uitt ed
themselves in a scho larly manner. Dr.
Hannah makes only a brief reference
to the "b lood argum ent" though he
cou ld have developed it more ful ly.
"The life of the flesh (the soul of the
flesh) in the blood" (Lev. 17: 11). Even
more striking is the language of
Ge nesis 9:6: "W hosoever sheds man's
blood, by man his blood shall be shed,
for in the image of God he made
man." There is no abo rtion without
the shedd ing of blood. The Scriptures
abou nd with passages relating the
blood to lif e. Th e very first murd er
evokes these words: "The vo ice of
your brother's blood is cryi ng to me
from the grou nd " (Gen. 4:10). To shed
one's blood is to take his life. Killing is
described in the Scriptures as the taking of lif e, not personhood. A fetus
with a pumping heart and blood coursing through it is full of life, its own lif e.
Dr. Ward makes as good a case as can
be made for the "breath argument";
but as Dr. Hann ah clearly show s, thi s
matter is hardly that one-dim ension al.
Dick Smith
Da llas, Texas
Since a friend introduced me to Misand I became
a
sion journal
sub scriber, I've look ed forward each
month to reading one or more intellectually
stimu lating articles
which
address a timely and relevant issue in
the Christian life. In addition, I've
studied and used in teaching Bible
classes numerous articles from older
issues.
I think Mission Journal does a better
job than any other publication within

the "Restoration"
movement
of
approac hin g the Script ures in a spir it
of inquiry and open-mindedness.
David Santi
Atlanta, Georgia
Congratu lations on two exceptionally fine issues of Mission! The
November
and December
issues
spoke to me, making me th ink about
things I would rather have ignored.
Lynn Mitchell's
art icle "On
the
Mission of the Chur c hes of Chri st" also
speaks loudly to those of us that
c hoose to worship with the assistance
of the instrument. It is much too easy
to say we are working within the
cultu re to change it, while it is really
changing us!
Livin g in the Washington, DC area, it
becomes so very easy to become
swallow ed up in the "rat race" that it's
easy to forget to be content, as Paul
was-thank yo u, David Sampson.
My wife and I had an unexpected
oppo rtunit y to be "going home for
Chri stmas' - to be with my parents.
(See "Going Home For Christmas" by
Robert Seymour.) As we were going, I
realized again that we were go ing to a
place that was " home" because it was
where my parents lived, where love
abo und ed and cross words ju st were
not welcome. I certain ly hope that our
ch ildr en can look back upon their
childhood
with
the same fond
memories of home. I consider us most
fortuna te that our local congregation
has that same fee Ii ng of love and
acceptance that makes one refer fondly to it as a "church home." ... I hope
to see Mission coming to my door for a
long time to come.
Randy Avis
Springfield, Virginia
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